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Some key points to watch for when reviewing 
the application of GRADE…

• misunderstanding about why we assess certainty of evidence
• too formulaic
• too harsh
• rating down by fully points only (1/2, 1/3, 1/4, are possible)
• domains are seen as too exclusive and not related
• focus on individual studies (GRADE is for a body of evidence)



some basic principles



Authors need to communicate how certain 
they are about the results they found

Results from a synthesis of the evidence
• meta-analysis
• narrative synthesis
• only 1 study

Example: 
There is moderate certainty evidence that 5 fewer people out of 100 
will have a fracture when taking vitamin D versus calcium supplements



GRADE domains to assess certainty of evidence

• Are the studies poorly conducted? Risk of bias

• Are the results inconsistent across studies?  Inconsistency

• Do the results not really apply to my question?  Indirectness

• Are there too few people? Imprecision

• Are we missing studies, or have selective studies?  Publication bias

• Plus large effect, dose response, opposing confounding
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GRADE domains to assess certainty of evidence

• Are the studies poorly conducted? Risk of bias

• Are the results inconsistent across studies?  Inconsistency

• Do the results not really apply to my question?  Indirectness

• Are there too few people? Imprecision

• Are we missing studies, or have selective studies?  Publication bias

• Plus large effect, dose response, opposing confounding



Where should methods for GRADE 
assessment go and what should be written?



Where should methods for GRADE 
assessment go and what should be written?

• GRADE is conducted 
after the evidence is 
synthesised

• So after Risk of bias 
assessment but before 
the description of 
synthesis methods 
doesn’t make sense



Where should methods for GRADE 
assessment go and what should be written?

• GRADE is conducted 
after the evidence is 
synthesised

• At the very end of
methods section makes 
sense



Where should methods for GRADE 
assessment go and what should be written?
• It will be assessed
• For which outcomes
• Number of people independently
• what will be assessed – GRADE domains
• GRADE levels of certainty

• [Used to interpret the results]

Which outcomes?



Where should methods for GRADE 
assessment go and what should be written?
• It will be assessed
• For which outcomes
• Number of people independently
• what will be assessed – GRADE domains
• GRADE levels of certainty

• [Used to interpret the results]

This is GRADE

You should also add in 
information about the SoF…



Methods for presenting the evidence…

• Present in a Summary of Findings Table (and which comparison in 
that first SoF)
• Created using GRADEpro…
• For which outcomes
• [presenting absolute effects based on baseline risks in X population]

How many outcomes?

You could GRADE all the outcomes in the text of the review, 
but for the summary table we say a maximum of 7



Outcomes in the summary of findings table

• Shouldn’t be just one outcome per table

• Supposed to be a summary of results – like the abstract
• Not just ‘significant’ results
• Not just outcomes with a result
• Not just outcomes with a ‘statistical result’ that was pooled in meta-analysis
• Should be balance of benefits and harms
• Typically same time point across outcomes (if different could do one SoF for

one time point and another SoF for other time point)
• Typically same population (if different could do one SoF for one population 

and another SoF for other population)



Reporting the evidence…results section



This section should include all of 
the GRADE domains – not just 
risk of bias

[unsure whether this will change
to ‘certainty’ soon – but quality is 
still acceptable]

Reporting the evidence…discussion section



How to GRADE the evidence…



GRADE domains to assess certainty of evidence

• Are the studies poorly conducted? Risk of bias

• Are the results inconsistent across studies?  Inconsistency

• Do the results not really apply to my question?  Indirectness

• Are there too few people? Imprecision

• Are we missing studies, or have selective studies?  Publication bias

• Plus large effect, dose response, opposing confounding



Certainty in the evidence starts at high

HIGH ÅÅÅÅ
MODERATE ÅÅÅ�

LOW ÅÅ��

VERY LOW Å���

body of 
evidence Risk of bias

Indirectness
Inconsistency
Imprecision
Publication bias
Other domains

These are all written as negative –
if there is a concern we rate down



You have enough concern that 
your evidence will go down 1 
level or down 2 levels





Rating down by 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, …

• Some times you don’t have enough concern to rate down a full level
• Some times you may have a little concern with multiple domains and 

may then rate down a full level



One of our examples…

• We have 307 events; but confidence intervals are a little 
too wide – probably not imprecision though
• Wide confidence intervals likely due to heterogeneity 

(which we could not explain)
• small concern for the risk of bias of included studies
• ADDED TOGETHER RATED DOWN BY ONE LEVEL



Remind authors and editors…the reason we do GRADE is to 
communicate how certain we are in the result

• High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of 
the estimate of the effect

• Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The 
true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a 
possibility that it is substantially different

• Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true 
effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect

• Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The 
true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect



One study and inconsistency
• We do not ‘give points’ for being consistent (it’s about being 

inconsistent)

• When information is inconsistent we can’t be certain that the true 
effect is close to what was found in the review

Is there a 
reduction in 
outcome? Or no 
effect? Or an 
increase?



One study and inconsistency

Outcome: recurrence of maltreatment of children

Is the confidence interval wide because few events – likely yes. 

Could the confidence interval be wide because of heterogeneity in the patient population –
could be, assess within study (your body of evidence) – but related to whether the population 
is directly matching the PICO in the review, assess indirectness



One study?

• One study is your body of evidence

• One study could be 40 people (likely few events/participants) or 2000 
people (may be enough events/participants)

• One study could be multi-centered covering your population



One study versus more studies: Risk of bias

• If quickly look you may rate down for risk of bias



One study versus more studies: Risk of bias

• suppose we only had one study and that small issue of risk of bias was not 
much of a concern – we would not rate down for risk of bias
• (we would likely rate down for imprecision though – not enough power 

which is related to poor prognostic balance)



One study versus more studies: Risk of bias

• the authors should consider whether the other studies that have the high 
risk of bias are actually changing the result – sensitivity analysis
• shows taking out the high risk of bias does not change the result – then don’t rate 

down for risk of bias
• shows taking out the high risk of bias does change the result – then they can decide 

not to include the other studies (but of course the result will have fewer events and 
the evidence will be rated down for imprecision any way), or they can include all 
studies and rate down for risk of bias



Publication bias is rated down 
only 1 level, others can be rated 
down by 2 levels



Publication bias

It is not just based on a funnel plot



Publication bias

We have to have a strong suspicion that we are missing studies that were not published 
because they showed ‘no effect’ and therefore because we are missing them our point 
estimate is likely not close to the true effect



Publication bias

Very different then not having enough studies (e.g., when have only one study) and 
worrying about the ‘power’ of the analysis (which is imprecision) or selective reporting 
in a study (which is risk of bias)



These are for rating up evidence. We have not 
found many examples when rating up is applied to 
evidence from RCTs



Interpreting results: New Handbook - Chapter 15  



Interpreting results: New Handbook - Chapter 15  





Magnitude of effect



Let’s say the evidence is moderate certainty

What is the magnitude of effect?  
0.71 (0.47 to 1.07)

but relative risks are a bit difficult to interpret



Let’s use absolute effects – GRADEpro
automatically calculates them in SoF

• A small effect is from about 5 to 10 fewer people – the difference we 
found is 6 fewer 



Moderate certainty evidence, small effect



• Probiotics likely reduces the chances of a URTI slightly







Improving GRADE evidence tables part 3: 
detailed guidance for explanatory footnotes 
supports creating and understanding GRADE 
certainty in the evidence judgments

https://www.jclinepi.com/article/S0895-4356(15)00582-X/fulltext

“This guidance will also support editorial evaluation of evidence 
syntheses using GRADE and provide a minimum quality standard of 
judgments across tables.”

https://www.jclinepi.com/article/S0895-4356(15)00582-X/fulltext

